Coexistence of the Drell-Hiida-Deck effect and true A1 resonance production fairly explains the complicated experimental situation that angular distributions of the normal to the decay plane appear as if the t-channel helicity were conserved but those of the p meson coming from the decay seem not to conserve the t-channel helicity. It is shown that the true A1 resonance conserves the t-channel helicity and its decay into the (JTC state occurs through the d wave dominantly. The angular distributions by the Drell-Hiida-Deck effect are studied also for the rr+rr-p state diffractively produced. Conclusions similar to those for the A1 mass region hold for the low mass rr+rr-p system. § l. Introduction
merical results on the angular distributions of the model are discussed m § 3.
The helicity structure of the true A 1 resonance is discussed in § 4. In § 5 the angular distributions by the Drell-Hiida-Deck effect are studied for a "'+"'-p state diffractively produced. Discussion of the DHD mechanism is given in § 5.
Our main conclusions are as follows: (1) The DHD effect breaks generally both of the TCHC and SCHC, but the angular distributions of the normal to the decay plane of the A 1 bump behave as if the TCHC holded.
(2) When the contributions of the DHD effect are subtracted from the A 1 mass region, the remainder, which would be the contributionfrom the true A 1 resonance, is consistent with the TCHC, and it decays into the p"' state mainly through the d wave.
(3) Similar structures are also seen in the diffractive "'+"'-p system; The azimuthal angle dependence of J++ comes from the DHD background and true N* (1. 5) and N* (1. 7) resonances would have no azimuthal angle dependence in the Gottfried-Jackson frame. § 2. The Drell-Hiida-Deck model
We discuss the following process, (2·1) where 3"' invariant mass lies in the A 1 mass region (0.95<M(3"') <1.25 Ge V).
Two diagrams ((a) and (b) in Fig. 1) give large contributions; that is, they give the true A 1 resonance production and the DHD effect, respectively. There is another diagram (c), having a contribution in the A 1 mass region, that gives three-pion dissociation from the incident pion, but we can neglect the contribution because the pion pole is far from the A 1 region. We should not consider the DHD diagram given by the p exchange because of the duality argument.
We first consider the contribution from the diagram (b). Four momenta of the incident pion and the target proton are denoted by q and p, and those of the final pions and proton by qh q 3, q 3 and p', respectively.
are constructed by the momenta as follows, 7CP--7 (rr-rr+rr-)p.
The DHD amplitude is written as follows,
(2·3) where T,/N represents the off-shell nN diffractive scattering amplitude which satisfies the SCHC, F,.(Q 2 2 ) the pion form factor and T"'"the off-shell n+nscattering amplitude, where the largest contribution comes from the p resonance pole.
Before proceeding to the discussion of the results of the DHD amplitude, we want to remark that a multiperipheral model generally co'nserves neither TCHC 7 > nor SCHC. 8 > Since in the G-J frame the Z and Y axes are taken along the directions of q and q X p', respectively, the variable s1 depends on the azimuthal angle of q1 except thatp' j q. On the other hand, as the Z axis is taken along the direction ofp' in the H frame, the variable t 2 depends on the azimuthal angle of qh and the SCHC does not hold. The multiperipheral model has in general the dependence of both the variables s1 and t 2, so that the complete TCHC or SCHC is incompatible with the multiperipheralism and probably with the multi-particle duality. All our calculations are done at PL = 16 Ge V / c § 3. The angular distributions of the DHD model The DHD amplitude (Eq. (2 · 3)) has a Qi 2 dependence which is strongly suppressed in the large Q£ 2 region, which is given by the pion propagator and the pion form factor. This Qi 2 dependence gives a peak at cos (} P '"'"'1 in the cos (} P distribution.
The DHD amplitude has also a ((Jp dependence through the linear si dependence given by nN diffractive scattering.
The variable si is given as follows,
where (}' is the polar angle of p'. As the coefficient of cos ((Jp is positive, si has the maximum value when rp P = 0.
The calculated results are shown in Fig. 4 . The weak backward enhancement in the cos(} P distribution results from symmetrization for the n-'s.
We next discuss (} N and rp N distri butions, where (}N and ((JN are the polar and azimuthal angle of the normal to the decay plane of the A 1 bump, the normal being defined as
(3·3)
Since N is perpendicular to qp by its definition and the p meson is dominantly produced in the forward direction in the G-J frame, the vector N has a tendency to take a direction cos (} N'"'"'O, the cos (} N distribution having a bump at cos(} N'"'"'O.
The normal N has rotational freedom around qp depending on the direction of the decay plane of the p meson. The p meson produced through the pion exchange has spin density matrix elements Pit where p00~1 and others =0 at the coordinate system where the z axis is taken along the incident pion direction in the p rest system. Thus the p meson decays uniformly around the z axis. If this uniform distribution around the z axis is transformed into the coordinate system where a new z' axis is taken along the direction of the flight of the p meson, we have the following distribution of N around the new z' axis, 0 rr/2 ( [3] [4] where (/JN* is the azimuthal angle of N around the new z' axis measured from the plane spanned by q and qp, and the new density matrix element P~-1 is given by
X being the angle between the z axis and the new z' axis at the p rest system. If the distribution equation (3 · 4) , is projected on the XY plane of the G-J frame, the direction along the minor axis is further suppressed depending on cos () p· The azimuthal angle dependence of qp, however, generates the rotation of the minor axis, so that the (/JN distribution is given as a result of a kind of averaging procedures and then becomes nearly flat. The skewed (jJp distribution, however, produces a weak broad enhancement centered at qJ N'"'-'rc/2. These considerations are proved by the calculated results as shown in Fig. 5 . The azimuthal angle dependence of the positive charged pion behaves like one of the N.
The spin density matrix elements Po of N, in the G-J and H frames, are also calculated and shown in Fig. 6 , where we have assumed that the spin-parity of the 3rc system is 1 +. The behavior of p~/ shows the TCHC, and the result that p~/>1 in the large Ill region seems to come from the higher partial wave contribution. § 4. The helicity structure of the true resonance production
The results of the qualitative considerations and the numerical calculations of the DHD effect in the A 1 region fairly agree with the experimental situation that angular distributions of the normal to the decay plane appear to satisfy the TCHC, but those of the momentum of the p meson do not show the TCHC. The experiment, however, has a large backward peak in the cos () P distribution which cannot be given by the DHD effect. This backward peak should be attributed to the true A 1 resonance production, and this is supported by the fact that the mass distribution given by the DHD effect is small compared to the experimental one. Assuming that there is no interference between the DHD effect and the true A 1 resonance production, we discuss the helicity structure of the true A1 resonance production. If the spin-parity of the pn system is 1 +,the angular distributions can be written as follows,
where Po is the spin density matrix elements in the G-J frame. The inclination of the experimental q;p distribution is almost parallel to that of the DHD effect, though the experimental distribution is not smooth. This means that the contribution from the true A 1 resonance has flat q;p dependence. Then we have P1-1=Re P10=0 or a=J9=t.
The latter condition means that the A 1 resonance decays into P7r through pure s wave, and then all angular distributions become uniform. Since the s-wave decay gives no backward peak in the cos {)P distribution, we must discuss the d-wave decay. If the decay occurs through a pure d wave, we have (4·3)
In order to get the backward peak we expect that p00~p11, that is, the TCHC nearly holds. Conversely if p00 = 1, we obtain J9~a in order to get the backward peak, that is the d-wave decay dominates over s-wave decay as stated by Ballam et al. 8 l This conclusion would not be altered by introducing the interference between the DHD amplitude and the true resonance production amplitude, because the interference is not very large in the backward region where the DHD amplitude becomes small; this contrasts with the forward region. We notice furthermore that the interference would be small since the DHD term is almost real but the true resonance term almost imaginary in the A1 peak region. § 5.
Diffractively excited system of the proton
Diffractive dissociation of the proton into a n+n-p system is also considered to be produced by the two mechanisms, DHD effect and true resonances. In n-8nand <e>4 =n+<e>n-. As the <e> distribution is folded between 0 to n ·and n to 2n, <e>4 distribution is equivalent to n-<e>n-. (c) Helicity angle of the proton at the J++ rest system. Solid and dashed line represent the·1.5 GeV and 1.7 GeV regions, respectively.
this case the role played by the (J meson in the case of the 3nsystem is in turn played by a J++ (1240) resonance. The DHD effect gives a broad enhancement centered at 1.6 GeV, but no sharp peaks observed at about 1.5 GeV and 1.7 GeV, the latter being to be regarded as the true resonances.
The angular distributions of the DHD effect are similar to those of the 3nsystem discussed in the previous sections. We first consider the polar and azimuthal angles (}4 and <p4 of the J++ resonance or equivalently those of the n-meson (8,.-=n--8 4 and <p,..-=<p 4 +n-) in the G-J frame of the system. The cos (} 4 distribution has a forward peak both in the 1.5 GeV region (1.4 GeV<M(n-+n--p) <1.6GeV) and in the 1.7GeV region (1.6GeV<M(n -+n--p)<l.SGe V). The forward peak is rather stronger in the 1. 7 Ge V region than in the 1.5 Ge V region. This means that mixing of different partial waves becomes large as the invariant mass of the system increases. The <p4 dependence has a skewed distribution, which is the typical feature of the DHD effect.
We next consider the angular distribution of the normal to the decay plane. The azimuthal angle dependence is almost flat both in the 1.5 GeV and the 1.7 GeV regions in the G-J frame. The reason why the azimuthal angle dependence is almost flat is the same as in the case of the 3nsystem, the result of the folded averaging procedure coming from integration on the variables <p4 and the decay of the J++. The polar angle dependence has also a maximum at cos (}N=O. Qualitative features of experimental angular distributions are tabulated in Table I , where experimental statistics seems not so high. The <p' distributions are not inconsistent with the DHD model predictions if we add flat distributions to the model. The azimuthal angle dependence given by the decay of the true resonances, therefore, would probably be isotropic in the G-J frame, that is, the necessary condition for the TCHC holds. Since there are several nucleon resonances known in rcN formation experiment near 1.5 Ge V and 1.7 Ge V, it is ambiguous whether the peaks in the rc+rc-p spectrum are due to two single resonances or compound resonances. This complexity would introduce some troublesome to determine spin-parity of the peaks. We here emphasize that in order to determine the spin-parity of the peaks it is important to take into account the angular distributions given by the DHD effect upon 6.
2. In these references the n•n-p system is produced by pp collision.
which the true resonances are superimposed. Assuming that the cp dependence is due to the DHD effect, the density matrix elements except for the diagonal elements become zero or at least very small for the true resonances. The polar angle dependence over the DHD effect should be attributed to the true resonances. In the 1.5 Ge V region where the f) 4 dependence is rather flat the candidates for the true resonances are f+ state made of the p-wave rcLI system and j-state made of the s-wave rcLI system. The p-wave property of the rcLI system, however, introduces strong helicity angular dependence of the decay proton at the LJ+.+ rest system that is not seen in the experiment. 9 l If the f+ state decays to rJp via swave where the s-wave rc+rcsystem is denoted by (J, the rc+p system is able to be in s-state and the rcis also s-state relative to the rc+ p system. This in turn leads to flat distributions of the helicity proton angle. Furthermore if the broad enhancement of cos ()N at cos fJN=O is due to the DHD model, the cos ()N dependence of the true resonance decay can be flat, which is better for the t+ state than the tstate. We cannot, however, rule out the possibility that the 1.5 Ge V peak is the compound resonance composed of the t+ ~p and !s-wave n.J.
Next in the 1.7 Ge V region we see strong forward and backward peaks in the cos () 4 distribution. From this fact the following spin-parity states are ruled out as candidates for the true resonances: the t± state, ts-wave n.J state and !+ p-wave n.J state where p1121;2>1/4. If the JP=!± state composed of n.J system contributes appreciably to this peak, the I-(!+) state should contain a mixing of two waves, s and d waves (p and f waves). § 6. Discussion (1) Donohue 10 l has shown the TCHC in the A 1 production by assuming that (i) the A 1 bump is constructed by the DHD effect only, (ii) the s wave is dominant in the np and (iii) the exchanged pion behaves "elementary like" in the small Qi 2 region. We have ,seen in the previous sections that the assumption (ii) is not consistent with experiment and that we can hardly interpret the A 1 bump as the DHD effect only. The np state of the DHD effect is dominated by sand p waves (The d,f, ··· waves have quite small contributions), though the mixing of waves depends on the pion form factor.
(2) It has been shown that the DHD effect and the true A 1 resonance production must coexist. The dual property of the pion exchange is not necessarily clear, because of its real propety, but the prominent resonances are probably nondual to the pion exchange at least. 5 l Pokorski and Satz 11 l have given the dual resonance model for inelastic diffractive scattering, where the pion exchange is so treated to be dual to the prominent resonances. They have further tried to interpret 12 l that the DHD effect is contained simultaneously because the pion pole term can be explicitly expanded from the dual amplitude (the pion pole is near the physical region). In this case, however, the ratio between pion exchange and direct resonance pole terms is no longer a free parameter. This fact gives the behavior 11 l inconsistent with experiment on the azimuthal angle distribution because the model predicts flat dependence but the experiment skewed distribution, and also the behavior inconsistent with experiment on the invariant mass distribution of the dissociated system in the process such as n-p->;n-(n+n) because this model can hardly give a third nucleon resonance.
Dewey and Humpert 13 l have given the dual amplitude, in the r-p 0 production process, to satisfy the SCHC at the p pole, whose amplitude contains the Soding term (equivalent to the DHD effect in this process). In this case, contradictions encountered in such as the original Pokoroki and Satz's model do not appear by the particular nature of the r-p 0 production, where (1) the spin structure of the photon and gauge invariance give the pomeron exchange depending on the subenergies, (2) the p' resonance is strongly suppressed and (3) the DHD effect has relatively small contributions. Their model, however, produces the ancestors; the pion exchange is no longer dual to the p pole if we try to extinguish the ancestor. The pion exchange in the r~nn process is still more an important problem for us.
(3) Miiller 14 > has applied the TCHC to the process nn~A1n and has found that in the decay process A1~pn, only the d wave contributes and the s-wave coupling constant G, vanishes. On the other hand, we have pointed out that the TCHC may hold for the true A 1 resonance because it is necessary for the true A 1 resonance to decay to pn via the d wave predominantly. ( 4) The possibility of the TCHC in the true A 1 production gives an important problem for diffractive scattering. In the processes such as the n-A1 production, the SCHC leads to the Morrison rule because the spin of the pion is 0, but the TCHC does not generally leads to the Morrison rule. 15 > An idea 16 > of "pomeronf-meson proportionality" where the diffractive A 2 production occurs as well as the A 1 production is interesting in this respect. According to this idea the SCHC holds for the nucleon pomeron coupling but not necessarily holds for the n-A1 and n-A2 diffractive productions. elastic width has a mass dependence given by x· v 1 (x). The Jss (1.24), Pn (1.47), D 13 (1.52), D15 (1.68), F15 (1.69) and S11(1. 70) for n-N resonances and p(O. 76), !(1.26), g(l.66) and E (0. 76) for nn resonances are taken into account. Exponential factor is taken in order to suppress the large Q 2 contribution where OPE does not necessarily dominate, and we take values 1.5 and 2.0 Ge V-2 for b in the (3n) and 
